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Abstract: The ideas of classical communication and holographic encoding arise in different parts
of physics. Here, we show that they are equivalent. This allows for us to reformulate the
holographic principle independently of spacetime, as the principle that holographic screens encode
interaction eigenvalues.
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1. Introduction
The idea that classical information can be encoded on a holographic screen originated in black-hole
(BH) physics [1,2] and it remains of interest primarily in the context of quantum gravity [3,4]. The idea
that quantum systems can be restricted to interacting via a classical information channel arises in
the theories of measurement [5,6] and decoherence [6,7]. An information channel and, hence, any
communication employing such a channel, is classical if and only if the exchanged information is fully
fungible, i.e., encodable in a finite bit string [8]. Classical channels are relevant whenever classical
communication is included within a broader operational protocol, e.g., in a local operations, classical
communication (LOCC) protocol [9]. Studies of parallel quantum and classical communication,
however, involve multipartite decompositions, e.g., into agents Alice and Bob, a shared quantum
system, a shared classical channel, shared, non-fungible reference frames, and a shared environment
that provides free energy and absorbs waste heat. Hence, they require explicit consideration of a large
number of distinct physical interactions [10,11]. Therefore, in what follows, we restrict our attention to
simple, bipartite decompositions in which two quantum systems A and B interact exclusively with
each other via a single, shared, classical information channel.
Here, we study, in this simple bipartite setting, the relationship between the seemingly-disparate
ideas of holographic screens and classical information channels, and show that they are, in fact,
equivalent: holographic screens are classical information channels and vice-versa. Any physical
situation involving classical communication can, in particular, be reformulated as a situation in which
the communicating entities are separated by, and encode information on, a holographic screen. If the
classical information channel is considered ancillary to the physics of the communicating systems,
as in practice it generally is, then the equivalent holographic screen is also ancillary, i.e., the interaction
does not depend on its spatial coordinates. Hence, our result effectively generalizes the holographic
principle (HP) from a principle stated in spacetime [1–4] to a principle stated independently of
spacetime (see [12] for further details). However, situations in which systems occupying distinct
regions of spacetime that are separated by a holographic screen, e.g., the interior and exterior of a BH,
can be similarly reformulated as situations in which their physical interaction is confined to a classical
information channel.
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Let U be an isolated, finite quantum system (i.e. the Hilbert space HU has finite dimension d) and
U = AB be a bipartite decomposition that satisfies the separability condition |U i = | ABi = | Ai| Bi
at least up to some recoherence time that is long with respect to other times of interest. Classical
communication between A and B clearly requires such separability; if | ABi is an entangled state,
A and B by definition cannot exchange classical, i.e., fungible information. Moreover, the separability
of | ABi is, in this situation, also sufficient to restrict A and B to classical communication. The overall
Hamiltonian can be written as HU = H A + HB + H AB , where the last term fully specifies the A − B
interaction. This interaction is, because d is finite, fully specified by a finite set of real, finite-resolution
eigenvalues and, hence, by a finite bit string. Therefore, we can regard A and B as exchanging finite bit
strings via an ancillary channel, i.e., a channel with degrees of freedom on which H AB does not depend.
It is natural, in this case, to regard A as “observing” B and vice-versa. Zurek has termed the encoding
of such bit strings by an “observing” environment “einselection” [7,13]. The locus of einselection is the
locus of interaction, i.e., the nominal A − B boundary at which H AB is defined. We show below that
the exchanged bits can in this case be regarded as written on, and read from, an intervening, ancillary
holographic screen located at this boundary.
We begin by reviewing the implementation of classical communication by H AB , and show that any
classical channel can be implemented by an ancillary qubit array. We assume the HP in its covariant
form [3] as a fundamental principle of physics, and use it to relate the width in bits of either timelike
and lightlike classical channels to areas on which the transmitted information is encoded; these areas
are ancillary if the channels are ancillary. We then state and prove our main result relating bipartite
separability, classical communication, and holographic encoding. This allows for us to reformulate
the holographic principle without reference to an embedding in spacetime, as the principle that
holographic screens encode interaction eigenvalues. We briefly discuss three implications of this
equivalence: (i) channel serialization induces decoherence; (ii) net mass-energy flows between A and B
can either increase or decrease channel width; and, (iii) the channel width decreases as 1/r2 for systems
embedded in a surrounding environment in which they have a non-ancillary spacelike separation r.
2. Implementation of Classical Communication by H AB
The associativity of the Hilbert-space tensor product ⊗ (equivalently, the additivity of the
Hamiltonian) renders bipartite decompositions completely general: given any bipartite decomposition
U = AB, the interaction H AB is independent of further decompositions of A or B. Any physical
situation involving many interacting components Ai can, therefore, without a loss of generality
be described as a set of bipartite interactions between single systems A j and their complements
Bj = ⊗ Ak , k 6= j. In order to characterize any such interaction as classical communication, we require
separability, as discussed above: |U i = | ABi = | Ai| Bi. With this assumption and finite d, we can
assume H AB has n eigenvalues, each of which can be represented with m bits, such that N = nm  d,
d the dimension of HU = H A ⊗ H B , as above. The interaction H AB can then be fully specified with N
bits. Following [10–12], we choose a basis in which:
H AB = βk k B T k ∑ αik Mik ,

(1)

i

where k = A or B, the Mik are Hermitian operators with eigenvalues in {−1, 1}, the αik ∈ [0, 1] are such
that ∑i αik = 1, k B is Boltzmann’s constant, T k is k’s temperature, and βk ≥ ln 2 is an inverse measure
of k’s thermodynamic efficiency that depends on the internal dynamics Hk . The Mik are traditionally
regarded as (binary) “measurement” operators that can be considered “questions to nature” with
one-bit answers [14]; this interpretation depends critically on the separability of | ABi, without which
the concepts of “question” and “answer” and, hence, of “measurement” are meaningless [15]. In this
separable setting in which interaction can be considered classical communication, it is natural to think
of βk as measuring the computational resources required for k to process one-bit [11].
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Communication between A and B being classical implies that exchanged bits are irreversibly
sent and received; hence, each bit incurs a thermodynamic cost of βk k B T k [16]. If transferring N bits
requires time ∆t, the action is:
Z
∆t

dt(ıh̄)lnP (t) = Nβk T k ∆t

(2)

where P = exp(−(ı/h̄) H AB t). Here, β A T A = β B T B and the channel is both symmetric and
parallel in units of ∆t. The thermodynamic entropy of A as measured by B is, therefore, N bits,
as is the thermodynamic entropy of B as measured by A. However, note that A cannot measure
the entanglement entropy of B, as A has no observational access to HB . As | ABi is separable,
the entanglement entropy of the decomposition U = AB is, by definition, zero.
The communication channel defined by (1) and (2) is ideal by definition: no energy is lost, and no
third system exists to contribute noise [11]. The channel has no degrees of freedom on which H AB
depends, and, in particular, no spatial degrees of freedom on which H AB depends; hence, it is entirely
ancillary. As a concrete implementation of an ideal, ancillary classical information channel with fixed
bandwidth, consider an array of N mutually-non-interacting qubits, as shown in Figure 1. Here, the
operators Mik each implement z-spin operators Sz either as preparation or measurement; we assume
equal efficiencies and equivalent z-spin reference frames for A and B a priori [10]. We can view each
qubit in the array as sequentially prepared by A and then measured by B during a time step of
duration ∆t, and then prepared by B and measured by A during the next time step of duration ∆t.
This alternating interaction is effectively bipartite; letting C be the channel, A effectively prepares BC,
and then B effectively measures AC. This entanglement swap induces decoherence [17], as discussed
in Section 5.1 below, confirming that any such channel is classical.

Figure 1. An N-qubit array serving as a classical channel C between A and B. The two systems alternate
preparing and measuring the state of the array.

It is natural to interpret the qubit array in Figure 1 as an input/output register via which two
quantum computers, A and B, communicate. Because A and B interact by preparing and then
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measuring, using equivalent reference frames, the states of the qubits in the register, their interaction
is classical.
3. Timelike and Lightlike Communication Channels
The Hamiltonian (1) describes an interaction between spin-like degrees of freedom, with no
dependence on the spatial degrees of freedom. However, any realistic classical channel must be
physically implemented [18], e.g., by photons. The HP specifies a minimal area, i.e., a minimal set of
spatial degrees of freedom, for any such physically-implemented channel; an N-qubit array such, as
shown in Figure 1, requires a minimal area of 4Nl P2 , l P the Planck length [3,4]. These spatial degrees of
freedom remain strictly ancillary to (1); they are, however, effectively incorporated into the sending
system by the receiving system as above. Hence, they induce decoherence.
Let us first consider an ideal, unidirectional, purely-timelike channel, corresponding to an ideal
classical memory that B writes N-bit strings on at t and A reads N-bit strings from at some t + w∆t,
w ≥ 1. As A and B, in this case, only have timelike separation, it is natural to interpret them as
alternating "snapshots" of a single system writing on and reading from its ideal, internal, classical
memory. Special relativity restricts the information written on the memory at t to the past light cone of
the memory. The HP in its covariant form [3],
S( L(B)) ≤ A(B)/4

(3)

with S( L(B)) the classical, thermodynamic entropy of any light-sheet L(B) of the (spacelike) boundary
B of the channel C and A(B) the area of the boundary in Planck units, relates the quantity of this
writable classical information to the area of the memory written on. Consistent with the discussion
above, the classical information holographically encoded on L(B) tells an external observer nothing
about the entanglement entropy of the system contained within B ; the relationship between these
two entropies remains an open question [19,20]. Indeed, in this covariant formulation of the HP, it is
not even necessary that B be closed [3]. As shown in Figure 2a, when only considering the upward
arrows, the same holographic considerations apply to the process of reading from the memory: the
obtained information can only flow into the forward light cone of the memory. A and B both experience
causality when interacting with this channel; for both systems, information flows from the past and
into the future.
The downward arrows presented in Figure 2a show A writing on the memory and B reading
from it. When considering both sets of arrows, the interaction and, hence, the channel is bidirectional.
Provided that reading and writing alternate, as in Figure 1, both systems still experience causality;
information flows unidirectionally from past to future when B writes and A reads, and also flows
unidirectionally, with the sign of t reversed to capture the alternating action, from past to future when
A writes and B reads. Thus, alternating reads from and writes to the memory renders reversibility of
the dynamics consistent with irreversible encoding of the received bits.
Figure 2b shows a lightlike communication channel. This channel is equivalent to that in Figure 2a,
except the two ends, and, hence, the sending and receiving systems, are separated in space. Here,
the natural interpretation is the usual one of spatially-separated observers communicating via an
ancillary classical channel. Any such communication channel can, thus, also be considered to be a
classical memory; the only difference between timelike and lightlike channels lies in where, in an
ancillary space, relative to the writing location, the memory is read. The data encoded by the memory
are insufficient for determining this spatial relationship, which, as before, is ancillary to H AB ; therefore,
neither a writer on or a reader of the memory can distinguish a timelike from a lightlike channel.
We consider in Section 5.3 below the situation in which A and B are embedded in a non-ancillary space,
and show that in this case, the channel width decreases with their non-ancillary spacelike separation r.
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The width of the channel in time can be decreased to a minimum of 2t P . In this case, the channel
can be considered to have the structure of Figure 1, with each qubit confined to a minimal voxel with
volume 8l P3 .

Figure 2. The holographic principle relates the quantity of information writable on or readable from
a channel to its spacelike area. (a) a purely-timelike channel, e.g., an ideal memory. Upward arrows
indicate unidirectional B to A information flow; downward arrows indicate A to B information flow.
With both sets of arrows, the channel is reversible. Both of the systems experience past-to-future
causality in both unidirectional and bidirectional scenarios. (b) a ideal lightlike channel, equivalent to
an ideal memory with its input and output surfaces displaced in space.

4. Holographic Screens Encode Interaction Eigenvalues
The considerations above can be summarized by the following:
Theorem 1. Let U = AB be a bipartite decomposition of a finite quantum system U into components A and B.
The following statements are equivalent:
A: The state |U i = | ABi is separable: | ABi = | Ai| Bi.
B: The systems A and B communicate via an ideal, ancillary classical information channel with finite capacity.
C: The eigenvalues of the interaction H AB are written on a finite, ancillary holographic screen at the
A − B boundary.
Proof.
A → B: ([11] Theorem 1) If A and B are separable, the interaction H AB = HU − ( H A + HB ) can
be written in the form (1), with the N Hermitian operators Mik , k = A or B, having binary
eigenvalues. The A − B interaction at any time t is, in this case, completely specified by an
N-bit string. Hence, nothing is lost by replacing the interaction with an exchange of N-bit
strings, i.e., with finite-bandwidth classical communication. There are no intervening systems
to introduce noise and energy is perfectly conserved; hence the channel is ideal and can be
considered to be ancillary.
B → C: A classical information channel can be timelike or lightlike. The information encoded into
the channel by A (B) must be within the past lightcone of A’s (B’s) end of the channel, while the
information that is received from the channel by A (B) can only flow into the future lightcone of
A’s (B’s) end of the channel. These past and future light cones are light-sheets of the two ends of
the channel, and define equal areas A(Bk ) of the boundaries B A and B B of the two channel ends
by (3). These boundaries are by definition holographic screens for A and B, respectively. As the
only information exchanged through the channel consists of encodings of eigenvalues of H AB ,
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this is the only information on the relevant light-sheets and the only information encoded on the
boundaries. The boundaries have no degrees of freedom on which H AB depends; hence, they are
ancillary.
C → B: The eigenvalues of H AB have a finite binary encoding, hence the intervening screen has finite
area. As it encodes classical information that is accessible to both A and B, it is a classical channel
between A and B.
B → A: In order for A and B to exchange finite classical information specifying their states, their states
must be well-defined. As AB = U, |U i must be separable as |U i = | Ai| Bi.
This equivalence allows us to generalize the HP to the claim that if A and B are components of a
finite separable system U = AB, they can be regarded as separated by an ancillary holographic screen
that classically encodes the eigenvalues of their interaction H AB at a density no greater than one-bit per
4l P2 . This formulation assumes no embedding of A or B into spacetime, so can be regarded as a purely
quantum principle that effectively defines the spatial area of the screen in terms of the information it
encodes (cf. [12]).
The independence of Theorem 1 from spacetime and, therefore, from geometric considerations is
of particular relevance in BH physics. It is standardly assumed that unitarity requires entanglement
between a BH and its Hawking radiation and, in consequence, entanglement between early and late
Hawking radiation [21–23]. If this is the case, the BH and its Hawking radiation constitute, at all times,
a single system B in an entangled state | Bi. For this state | Bi to be observable from the BH exterior
A, it must be separable from the state | Ai of the exterior, i.e., the joint state | ABi must be separable
as | Ai| Bi and, hence, have identically zero entanglement entropy. In this case, Theorem 1 applies,
the horizon separating B from A becomes a holographic screen that classically encodes the eigenvalues
of H AB , and the HP stipulates that this holographic screen must have area A ≥ 4N, N the total number
of bits required to classically encode the eigenvalues of H AB . However, this holographic screen is
not simply connected when observed from A, as a component of the holographic screen surrounds
each "particle" (e.g. photon) of Hawking radiation and encodes the eigenvalues of its local interaction
with A. This is precisely the situation envisaged in Susskind’s "octopus" model of Hawking radiation,
each component of which is connected by an Einstein-Rosen bridge to the parent BH [24].
5. Discussion
Here, we briefly consider three additional straightforward consequences of Theorem 1.
5.1. Serialization Induces Decoherence
In any purely quantum-theoretic setting, classical communication requires decoherence.
Theorem 1 shows that holographic screens are resources for decoherence. The decoherence time
is the temporal width of the screen, with a minimum of 2t P for each observer, as above.
Consider a physically-implemented screen C as in Figure 1, above. Let us drop the assumption
that C is ancillary, but require that HC = 0 (the qubits in Figure 1 have no mutual interactions) and
that H ABC = 0 (A and B alternate their interactions with C). In this case, A interacts exclusively with
BC, while B interacts exclusively with AC. This is an entanglement swap, with C playing the role of
the “environment” [17]. The decoherence time is the swap time, with a minimum of 4t P , the minimum
time required for one complete measurement cycle. As the only role of C here is as a decoherence
resource, it is effectively ancillary; the encoded eigenvalues are just the eigenvalues of H AB .
The more interesting case is the one in which A’s operators are deployed in two sequential
sets, which can be labeled (dropping the superscript A) MiE and MSj for “environment” and “system”
observables, respectively. This is the situation, for example, when A must identify S by distinguishing
it from E [25]; clearly, such a distinction requires separability | Bi = |SEi = |Si| Ei [11]. We can
then think of A interacting with B through two sequential, mutually-exclusive channels C S and C E .
As HB 6= 0, the physical situation is again an AS − E interaction when the C E channel is accessed
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alternating with an AE − S interaction when the C S channel is accessed. The entanglement swap
induces decoherence, as above. Angelo et al. [26] provide a detailed analysis of this scenario with A, E,
and S all represented by single particles.
5.2. Net Mass-Energy Transfer Alters Channel Width
Classical communication is, by definition, discrete, with a minimal unit of one bit. If the average
free energy per received bit that is available to a system k drops below βk k B T, where, as above, β k is
an inverse thermodynamic efficiency, receiving and irreversibly recording the received bits becomes
no longer possible. Therefore, at fixed T, the width of any system’s classical communication channel
depends on its inverse efficiency β, with the width going to zero, i.e., the channel “evaporating”
as β → ∞. Any system thermodynamically incapable of information processing is thus isolated,
undetectable by and irrelevant to the physics of surrounding systems.
Away from thermodynamic equilibrium, net mass-energy flows between A and B. A net
transfer of mass-energy X from B to A, e.g., infall of X into a BH A, can be represented as a
change in decomposition AB → A0 B0 , where A0 = AX and B = B0 X. As U = AB = A0 B0 , such
a decompositional change alters nothing physically, in particular, it can have no effect on separability
| ABi = | Ai| Bi or on H AB . Moreover, the idea of a “net” transfer is classical; hence, it also requires
separability | A0 B0 i = | A0 i| B0 i. Therefore, the interaction H A0 B0 can be written in the form (1) and
Theorem 1 applies.
The two extreme cases for transfers of X from B to A, H AX = 0 and HB0 X = 0 are considered in
Figure 3. If H AX = 0 and HB0 X transfers N 0 bits (Figure 3a), the post-transfer interaction H A0 B0 has a
channel width of N + N 0 bits, i.e., the channel width increases by N 0 bits with the transfer. This case
captures, for example, the situation in which an observer falls from an initially-distant position into a
BH [22,23]. However, if HB0 X = 0 and H AX transfer N 0 bits (Figure 3b), the post-transfer interaction
H A0 B0 has a channel width of only N bits, i.e., the channel width decreases by N 0 bits with the transfer.
This case corresponds to a BH B “evaporating” a particle X with which it has no interaction and is ipso
facto not entangled. Non-extremal interactions are intermediate between these cases.
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Figure 3. Net mass-energy transfers from B to A. (a) transferring a system X (red triangle) with which
B interacts but A does not increases the horizon width. (b) transferring a system X with which A
interacts, but B does not decrease the horizon width.

5.3. Spacelike Separation Decreases Communication Bandwidth
Thus far, we have relaxed the assumption of an ancillary channel or screen only for non-spatial
degrees of freedom. We now consider a case in which A and B are embedded in a spacetime with
which they interact only by radiating information. We consider, in particular, the case in which A
and B are separated by a lightlike channel, as in Figure 2b, but interpret their separation in terms of a
physical distance r.
If B send a lightlike message to A, but also radiates information uniformly into a physical
embedding space, the horizon area of B’s future-directed light-sheet increases as r2 , as shown in
Figure 4. This area contains all possible foci of A’s future-directed light-sheet, the light-sheet that
encodes information that A can receive. Hence the width of the B-to-A channel decreases by 4πr2 for
r > 0, r = 0 being the purely-timelike case. This is, obviously, simply a consequence of the Divergence
Theorem for a uniform flux density. The focal point of A’s future-directed light-sheet plays the role in
this construction played by the test mass m in Verlinde’s construction of Newtonian gravity from a
holographic screen [27]; here, we do not consider effective masses (proportional to Hk for system k),
so only recover the 1/r2 behavior.
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Figure 4. The area that can be both encoded by future directed light-sheets of B and sampled by
future-directed light-sheets of A decreases by 1/r2 , where r is the spacelike separation of A and B.

6. Conclusions
Here we have shown that, given a bipartite decomposition U = AB of a finite-dimensional
quantum system U that satisfies the separability condition | ABi = | Ai| Bi, the interaction H AB can be
described as noise-free classical communication via an ancillary information channel, which itself can
be represented as a holographic screen with area A ≥ 4N, N the number of bits required to encode the
eigenvalues of H AB . This result generalizes the HP to a purely quantum principle that is independent
of spacetime embedding and, hence, of geometry.
We have shown elsewhere that the HP in this generalized form implies gauge invariance [12];
hence, we expect that a generalization of the usual AdS/CFT duality [28] will be possible. Currently,
we are investigating the question of how the entanglement entropy within a BH relates to the
thermodynamic entropy of the horizon [29]. We defer to future work a full analysis of the BH
information paradox [22,23], which requires at least a tripartite decomposition (Alice, the BH,
and everything else) for its formulation.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviation is used in this manuscript:
AdS/CFT
BH
HP
LOCC

Anti de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory
Black hole
Holographic Principle
Local operations, classical communication
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